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Abstract

Despite the advent of antiretroviral therapy, complications of HIV-1 infection with concurrent drug abuse are an emerging problem. Opiates are well-known to modulate immune responses by preventing the development of cell-mediated immune responses. Their effect on the pathogenesis of HIV-1 infection however, remains controversial. Using the Simian Immunodeficiency Virus/macaque model of HIV pathogenesis, we sought to explore the impact of morphine on disease progression and pathogenesis. Sixteen Rhesus macaques were divided into 2 groups; 4 were administered saline and twelve others morphine routinely. Both groups of animals were then inoculated with SIVmacR71/17E and followed longitudinally for disease pathogenesis. The morphine group (M+V) exhibited a trend towards higher mortality rates and retardation in weight gain compared to the virus alone group. Interestingly, a subset of M+V animals succumbed to disease within weeks post-infection. These rapid progressors also exhibited a higher incidence of other end-organ pathologies. Despite the higher numbers of circulating CD4+ and CD8+T cells in the M+V group, CD4:CD8 ratios between the groups remained unchanged. Plasma and CSF viral load in the M+V group was at least a log higher than the control group. Similarly there was a trend toward increased virus build-up in the brains of M+V animals compared with controls. A novel finding of this study was the increased influx of infected monocyte/macrophages in the brains of M+V animals.
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Introduction
Currently it is estimated that over 33 million people are living with HIV-1 worldwide (CDC 2009). Though the overwhelming majority has acquired infection through sexual contact, a growing number acquire the virus via intravenous drug use. The most commonly injected illicit drug is heroin. Combined HIV-1 infection and opiate dependence is becoming an emerging problem in the post-HAART era as infected individuals continue to live longer. It is estimated that drug abuse may be the leading cause of HIV transmission in USA. The interplay of these two thus raises concerns regarding their effects on disease severity and rate of progression (Donahoe, 2004; Kapadia et al., 2005). Morphine is known to function as an immunosuppressant; however, information on its effects on pathogenesis remains scant.

In vitro and in vivo studies examining the effects of opiates on AIDS progression and severity have yielded conflicting results (Chuang et al., 1993; Suzuki et al., 2002; Donahoe, 2004; Kumar et al., 2004; Kumar et al., 2006; Marcario et al., 2008). Several epidemiological studies have also led to contrasting conclusions with some showing protective effects of opiates on HIV pathogenesis (Spijkerman et al., 1996) while others demonstrating deleterious effects (Bouwman et al., 1998) or even no effect at all (Thorpe et al., 2004). These studies are problematic due to high variability in drug usage patterns, length of use, and multidrug use as well as differences in nutritional status and access to medical care (Kapadia et al., 2005). Also, most studies rely on self-reported data, which may not be accurate. In addition, many studies base their conclusions on comparisons between homosexual males and injection drug users, which can be confounding due to possible differences in socioeconomic status, and behavior between these two groups. Animal models therefore provide a valuable approach to study the effects of opiates on lentivirus pathogenesis in a more controlled environment.

Several studies have utilized the simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV)/AIDS macaque model to better understand the influence of opiate dependency on HIV progression to AIDS. SIV infection in rhesus macaques is one of the best models of HIV-1 infection in humans, since the virus has a CCR5 (R5) phenotype similar to that of HIV (Chen et al., 1997; Kirchhoff et al., 1997; Marx and Chen, 1998).

The rationale for using R71/17E (Raghavan et al., 1999) a SIVmac239 derivative, in the present study is that analogous to the human situation, this virus causes a highly productive infection in memory CD4+ T cells that are primarily located in the secondary and gut-associated lymphoid tissues (Veazey et al., 1998; Veazey et al., 2000a; Veazey et al., 2000b), leading to increased viremia. Various studies have explored the effect of opiate dependence on progression of SIV infection, but similar to epidemiological studies, the results have led to contrasting conclusions. One study concluded that opiate dependency was beneficial in slowing the progression to AIDS (Donahoe et al., 2009), while another reported an accelerated progression (Chuang et al., 2005). Still another study demonstrated both accelerated progression in some monkeys and slowed progression in others (Kapadia et al., 2005). These discrepancies may be attributed to different types and virulence of virus used, differing amounts and scheduling of opiate administration, small sample sizes, and/or possible differences in genetic background between test subjects. Though the results were inconsistent in these published studies, the SIV/AIDS macaque model still represents the best system to examine the effects of addictive drugs on the pathogenesis of infection by
allowing controlled administration of the drug into animals infected with a biologically characterized virus with the ability to follow the resultant effects over time.

It is well documented that opiates can modulate the immune system either directly via opioid receptors located on immune cells or indirectly via opioid receptors in the CNS. Because heroin acts largely via its conversion to morphine in the brain, morphine is commonly used as a drug of choice to study opiate effects both in vivo and in vitro. Chronic morphine exposure affects both arms of the immune system. Activation of mu opioid receptors (MOR) on macrophages leads to inhibition of phagocytosis (Szabo et al., 1993; Tomei and Renaud, 1997) and nitric oxide (NO) production (Fecho et al., 1994); while on CD4+ T cells, activation inhibits Th1 cytokines IL-2 and IFN-γ while potentiating Th2 cytokines IL-4 and IL-5, ultimately biasing them towards a Th2 pathway (Roy et al., 2004; Roy et al., 2005). Morphine can also induce increased CCR5 receptor expression on neutrophils and monocytes/macrophages (Miyagi et al., 2000; Suzuki et al., 2002).

These effects, among many others, on the immune system have important implications for the pathogenesis of HIV-1. For example, CCR5 is a critical co-receptor in the pathogenesis of HIV. In the early stages of the infection, activated and resting memory CD4+ T cells, both expressing CCR5, are the primary substrates for viral replication. Naïve CD4+ T cells generally lack CCR5 and therefore do not support viral replication. Since morphine up-regulates CCR5 expression, it could be a major factor contributing to increased viral replication. Viremia is established early and leads to invasion of the CNS where perivascular macrophages in the brain are the primary cell type that becomes infected.

In the present study we used the macaque model of HIV-1 infection with the SIVmac239-derived virus, R71/17E; along with chronic morphine administration to determine the role opiates play in HIV-1 neuropathogenesis. Our findings suggest that morphine has a trend of potentiating virus replication and end-organ pathogenesis leading to increased mortality in a subset of macaques compared with the virus alone animals.

**Material and Methods**

**Animals and viruses**

**Macaques**—Sixteen, 2- to 3-year-old, Indian rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta) were purchased from the Caribbean Research Primate Center and individually housed in steel holding cages, in two dedicated rooms within the AAALAC-approved animal facility at the University of Kansas Medical Center. The monkeys were exposed, daily, to 12-hour light-dark cycles and given laboratory chow and water ad libitum along with daily snacks. All cages were equipped with environmental enrichments. The animals were tested for tuberculosis, herpes B virus and simian retrovirus and found negative in all these tests. All animal protocols were approved by the local animal care committee (IACUC) at the University of Kansas in accordance with the *Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals*. The animals were randomly divided into two groups: SIV only (V, n=4) and morphine + SIV (M+V, n=12) (Table 1). Morphine was administered intramuscularly (IM) to M+V macaques 4 times daily, at 6 hour intervals, at a dose of 3 mg/kg with a 1 ml syringe (27.5G needle). The macaques were gradually acclimated to morphine by starting with 1mg/kg for one week and escalating to a final dose of 3mg/kg in 1mg/kg increments per week. The V group animals were injected with saline IM at the same time intervals. Morphine administration was maintained throughout the study to avoid withdrawal effects. For all animal studies, clinical grade morphine was purchased from the University of Kansas Pharmacy.
**Viruses**

SIVmacR71/17E (Raghavan et al., 1999) was originally prepared from pooled brain homogenates from macaques infected with R17 and R71E both of which cause encephalitis. Virus stock was prepared in CD8+T cell depleted, ConA-activated macaque peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) and assayed for infectivity in CEMx174 cells and by plaque assay in GHOST Hi5 cells. Animals were inoculated intravenously with approximately 10^4 plaque forming units (PFU) of virus nine weeks following initiation of morphine administration.

**Routine Collection of Samples**

Blood and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) samples were collected at weekly intervals for the first month and monthly thereafter. Animals were anesthetized with ketamine and peripheral blood was collected in EDTA. Approximately 1 mL of CSF was collected from the cistern magna. Levels of circulating CD4+ and CD8+T cells as well as viral loads in plasma and CSF were monitored for over eight months post-virus inoculation (PI).

**Necropsy**

All monkeys were monitored daily for evidence of disease (diarrhea, respiratory difficulties, progressive neurological signs, etc) and alterations in attitude, appetite, or behaviors suggestive of illness (lack of movement, severely withdrawn behavior, lack of eating and/or drinking, etc). Once these symptoms become unresponsive to treatment, the monkeys were euthanized. In preparation for necropsy, the animals were deeply anesthetized with ketamine (3mg/kg) and medetomidine (0.15mg/kg) given IM. Laparotomies were then performed, and the animals exsanguinated from the descending aorta and perfused transcardially with normal saline. Samples of all the tissues including brain were harvested. Brains were dissected and portions of the parietal cortex, basal ganglia, frontal cortex, occipital cortex and brainstem were collected. Adjacent portions of each tissue were frozen in liquid nitrogen-cooled isopentane and stored frozen at -80°C for later determination of viral RNA content. Other portions were placed into cassettes and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde or 10% formalin. These cassettes were then processed for routine histopathological analysis.

**Flow Cytometry**

CD4+ and CD8+T cell numbers in peripheral blood were determined as described previously (Mackay et al., 2004). One hundred microliters of whole blood was immunostained with an antibody mix against cell surface markers CD3, CD4 and CD8 (BD Biosciences, SanJose, CA). Antibodies were conjugated to 3 different fluorophores and incubated in the dark at 4°C for 30 minutes. Red blood cells were lysed by incubating the blood/antibody mix with lysing solution (BD Biosciences) for 10 minutes. Cells were fixed with 1% formalin and analyzed in a flow cytometer (BD Biosciences FACS Calibur).

**Viral burdens in plasma and CSF**

Viral burdens in the plasma and CSF were assessed by Real-time RT-PCR as previously described (Marcario et al., 2008). Briefly, plasma and CSF were centrifuged at 20,000g for 1 hour at 4°C and pellets were resuspended in PBS. RNA was isolated from the pellets using the QIAgen RNA mini-kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Real-time PCR was performed using SIV gag-specific primers and a Taqman probe (Applied Biosystems, Austin, TX) and analyzed on the 7500 Fast Real Time PCR system. Thermal cycling conditions were as follows: 50°C (2 min), 60°C (30 min), 95°C (10 min), 95°C (15 sec; 44 cycles) and 60°C (30 sec; 44 cycles). Viral RNA copies were calculated per milliliter of plasma and CSF. The minimum level of detection was 18 copies.
**Tissue RNA isolation and Real-time PCR**

Brain tissue collected from monkeys at the time of necropsy and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen was used for the extraction of RNA using Trizol reagent (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). RNA extracted from these tissues was subjected to Real-time RT-PCR for SIV gag.

**Immunohistochemical Staining**

Immunohistochemical staining for macrophages and the SIV antigen was conducted using a mouse monoclonal anti-CD68 antibody (KP1 clone, Dako, Glostrup Denmark) and a mouse monoclonal anti-SIV gp120 antibody (VM-18S clone, NIH AIDS Reference Reagent Program, Bethesda, MD), respectively. Paraffin embedded monkey brain tissue sections were deparaffinized in xylene for 30 minutes and rehydrated in a graded series of alcohol. Following washes in PBS and blocking in donkey serum for 30 minutes, sections were incubated in anti-CD68 (1:100) or anti-SIV gp120 (1:100) antibody at 4°C overnight. Sections were then washed three times in PBS and incubated in biotin-conjugated donkey anti-mouse antibody (1:200). Vectastain ABC kit and diaminobenzidine (DAB) were used to visualize the antigen bound antibody.

**In situ hybridization**

SIV RNAs were detected using in situ hybridization (ISH) as previously described (Li et al., 1997). In brief, 6- to 8-μm sections on silanized slides were deparaffinized in xylene, rehydrated in phosphate-buffered saline, and permeabilized by treatment of the sections with HCl, digitonin, and proteinase K. After acetylation, the sections were hybridized to 35S-labeled SIV-specific riboprobes. Following washing and digestion with ribonucleases, the sections were coated with nuclear track emulsion, exposed, developed, and counterstained with hematoxylin and eosin.

**Statistical methods**

The longitudinal data of CD4+ and CD8+T cell counts, as well as, plasma and CSF RNA replicates were analyzed by the generalized linear mixed-effects (GLIMMIX) models. The CD4 and CD8 counts were assumed to follow Poisson distributions, while the distributions of the RNA replicates were skewed to the right and were compared on their logarithms assuming the log-normal distributions. Considering the small sample size, we intended not to control type I errors for multiplicity (multiple outcome comparisons). The analysis was performed on SAS® version 9.1.3, PROC GLIMMIX (Production June 2006).

**Results**

**Clinical symptoms of SIV infection**

Sixteen macaques were used in this study and randomly divided into two groups as described in the methods section. Depending on the time animals succumbed to disease; they were classified either as rapid progressors (RPs) or long-term progressors (LPs) (Table 2). Three of the RP in the M+V group (B4, B5 and B6) developed severe disease symptoms that necessitated euthanasia at the early time point of 5 weeks PI. These animals exhibited symptoms of ataxia, diarrhea and loss of appetite. In addition, B4 and B5 displayed symptoms of severe neurologic disease including ticks and tremors. Two of the other RP animals (A1 from the M+V group and C3 from the V group) developed symptoms of ataxia, diarrhea and loss of appetite at week 12 that was unresponsive to treatment and therefore they were euthanized at week 13. At week 20, animal B2 from the M+V group died unexpectedly. Post-mortem examination of the spleen revealed possible follicular lymphoma. Other M+V animals (A2, A4, B3) developed symptoms of diarrhea and/or loss
of appetite, however, they responded well to treatment with pedialyte and fresh fruit treats and, hence, were allowed to recover.

All of the M+V animals showed significant retardation in weight gain compared with the V group. For example, at four weeks prior to virus inoculation, the V group showed an average weight gain of 15.5% in contrast to an average of only 2.1% in M+V animals relative to their initial weight at week -36. At week 32 PI, the V group showed an average weight gain of 44.8%, whereas, the M+V group demonstrated a modest 20.1% weight gain (Figure 1A). Of the 12 M+V animals, 5 (42%) succumbed to infection or related illness in less than 3 months post-virus inoculation, whereas, only 1 out of 4 (25%) V animals developed symptoms prompting euthanasia (Figure 1B). This difference, however, was not statistically significant.

Histopathological changes

Pathological findings of the brain and lung sections from the RP animals (B4 and B5) in the M+V group, exhibited mild meningoencephalitis and mild pneumonitis, with lesions that were consistent with inflammation typical of R71/17E. The M+V RP animal B6 had meningitis that resembled cytomegalovirus though there were no herpes virus inclusions. This animal also had mild pneumonitis that was not typical of a classical R71/17E infection. RP animal A1 in the M+V group had both mild encephalitis with perivascular glial nodules and pneumonia. In contrast, LP macaque B2 in the M+V group was diagnosed post-mortem with follicular lymphoma with death possibly due to gamma herpesvirus, a virus associated with lymphoma in immunocompromised macaques. The V group macaque C3 demonstrated mild encephalitis as summarized in Table 2. Pathological examination of the brain regions from C3 revealed fewer small glial nodules in the basal ganglia, frontal cortex and the brainstem. Other regions such as the cerebellum, occipital and parietal cortices showed either minor mononuclear or histiocytic infiltrates around blood vessels.

Representative brain sections from RPs in the M+V group (macaques A1, B4 and B5) demonstrated focal histiocytic nodules as shown in Figure 2 (panels A-macaque A1 and panel B- macaque B4). Formation of nodules was observed in all the brain regions and this was accompanied by the presence of golden pigment, known to be associated with oxidative stress (arrows in panel B). Additionally, frontal cortex of macaque A1 also demonstrated histiocytic infiltrations around the blood vessel (panels D and E) accompanied with syncytial cell formation (black arrow in panel D) and presence of 2 single mononuclear cells containing golden pigment (white arrows in panel D). However, there were no histiocytic nodules (panel C) or histiocytic infiltrates (panel F) in the basal ganglia of macaque C1 in the V group (Figure 2).

Characterization of the infection

1) Viral RNA in Plasma—All the animals in the V and M+V groups demonstrated plasma viremia (10^5-10^8 viral RNA copies/mL) as early as one week PI, indicating a highly productive systemic infection. Virus load continued to rise until week 4 PI in both groups of animals. Plasma viral titers in the V animals were maintained at levels equal to or below 10^6 for the duration of the study. Macaque C3 in the V group however, failed to control virus replication with levels peaking up to 10^8 copies/ml of plasma at week 12 PI. At this point the animal was euthanized having developed ataxia, loss of appetite, and untreated diarrhea. At week 8 PI in the M+V group, 6 of the 9 animals had plasma viral loads equal to or greater than 10^6; whereas, only 1 of 4 animals from the V group had greater than 10^5 viral copies indicating less effective control of the infection in the presence of morphine (Figure 3A and B). Comparison of plasma viral loads among RPs in the M+V versus the V group (p=0.21, p=0.17 respectively) or LPs in the M+V versus the V group (p=0.79, p=0.78...
respectively) indicated no significant differences in the group-by-time interactions (Figure 3C).

2) Viral RNA in CSF—Viral RNA became detectable in CSF by week 1 following virus inoculation. Viral titers in the CSF of all animals at week 4 PI attained a level of at least $10^3$ copies/ml (Figure 4A&B). Three of the twelve M+V animals had CSF viral titers of $10^7$ copies/ml indicating a high degree of neuroinvasion in these animals; of note, two of these three were RPs and had to be euthanized. Intriguingly, CSF viral loads in the M+V animals were at least two logs higher than in the V animals at weeks 4 and 5 PI. Only C3, the lone RP in the V group, showed a high virus load of $1.8 \times 10^8$ copies/ml before being euthanized at week 12 PI (Figure 4B). Overall, the average CSF viral load of RPs in the M+V group at week 4 PI were at least 1-2 log higher than the RPs in the V group, 3-4 log higher than the LPs in the V group, and at least a half a log higher than the LPs in the M+V group (Figure 4C).

The longitudinal data of plasma and CSF RNA replicates were analyzed by mixed-effects models. The distributions of RNA replicates were skewed to the right and were compared on their logarithms assuming log-normal distributions. CSF viral load data from both the M+V and V groups showed no significant differences between the two groups at any time point except for the 8 week PI ($p=0.022$) (Figure 4C). Similarly, when comparing CSF viral loads in the RPs of the M+V versus the V group ($p=0.21$, $p=0.17$ respectively) or LPs in the M+V versus the V group ($p=0.79$, $p=0.78$ respectively) there were no significant differences in group-by-time interactions (data not shown). Though comparisons of the viral titers in the CSF between the two groups were not significant, there was a trend towards less control of viral replication in the M+V group, particularly in the CSF, during the first few weeks PI.

Evaluation of CD4+T cells and CD8+T cells in infected macaques

SIV R71/17E is an R5 virus that mainly targets memory CD4+ T cells in the spleen, lymph nodes and gut-associated lymphoid tissue (GALT) resulting in a precipitous loss of these cells during the early phase of the infection. Though the largest pool of activated, terminally differentiated memory CCR5+CD4+T cells resides in the mucosal tissues, peripheral blood was chosen for examination due to its ease of access. The question we wished to answer was whether morphine had an effect on CD4+ and CD8+ T cell numbers. Blood samples from animals at periodic intervals were obtained to determine the T cell subsets. FACS analysis of PBMCs from M+V and V group of animals demonstrated a loss of CD4+ cell numbers in the first few weeks PI in both the M+V and V groups (Figure 5A and B). Average CD4+T cell numbers in the M+V group animals were similar to those of V group animals until week 16 PI. From week 16 PI onwards, the M+V animals demonstrated significantly higher ($p<0.0001$) CD4+ numbers compared to the V group (Figure 5C).

Next we sought to determine the effect of morphine on CD8+T cell numbers in plasma following infection with SIV. As shown in Figure 6A and B, CD8+T cell numbers increased in the first few weeks PI in both M+V and V groups of animals. The average CD8+T cell numbers in the M+V group were significantly higher ($p<0.0007$) at week 4 and week 16 onwards (Figure 6C). Interestingly, however, there was no significant difference in the CD4/CD8 cell ratios between the two groups of macaques (Figure 6D).

Brain tissue viral burden

Prior to the euthanasia, all the animals were deeply anesthetized, exsanguinated, and perfused with saline solution to minimize the contamination of tissues with viral RNA from plasma. In order to determine the effect of morphine on viral burden in different regions of the brain, RNA was isolated from six regions: basal ganglia, brain stem, frontal cortex,
parietal cortex, occipital cortex and cerebellum. Real-time RT-PCR for SIV gag was then conducted on all of these regions. Among the RP animals, those with encephalitis (A1, B4 B5, and C3) demonstrated significantly higher viral burdens in all the brain regions examined ranging from $10^7$ - $10^8$ copies compared with $10^4$ - $10^5$ copies in rapid progressors without encephalitis (macaque B6, Figure 7A, red dots). In contrast, SIV gag copy numbers in LP (A3, A4, C1, C2, C4) were much lower ranging from $10^3$ to $10^5$ with the exception of macaque A2 that exhibited copy numbers around $10^6$ (Figure 7B, red dots).

Furthermore, in situ hybridization was used to compare the SIV mRNA levels in M+V and V group. Very faint signal for SIV mRNA was observed in animals from V group; in contrast in morphine treated animals SIV mRNA was strongly evident as determined by $^{35}$S-labeled SIV specific riboprobes (Figure 7C).

Localization of viral gp120 in brain macrophages

Macrophage infiltration is one of the hallmark features of SIV encephalitis. Based on our findings demonstrating increased virus burden in the brains and CSF of morphine-dependent SIV-infected animals, we next wanted to examine whether morphine dependence resulted in increased macrophage infiltration in the CNS and, if so, were these cells also the source of SIV. Paraffin embedded serial sections from the basal ganglia region of M+V and V groups of macaques were immunostained for both viral envelope protein gp120 and macrophage marker CD68. As shown in Figure 8A, in macaque C3 (RP with mild encephalitis, V group), cells positive for the viral antigen are detectable, however, relatively few infiltrating macrophages were identified in these sections. On the other hand, brain sections of the RPs belonging to the M+V group (A1, B4, B5 and B6) demonstrated increased viral antigen primarily in cells that were CD68 positive and that were likely the newly migrating macrophages lining the blood vessels. Increased numbers of infiltrating monocytes/macrophages were observed in both the perivascular cuff and the parenchymal locations in the brains of M+V animals compared with the virus alone group of macaques (Figure 8B).

Discussion

The influence of concurrent drug abuse in HIV-infected individuals is a burning issue, as drug abusers are reported to have higher rates of both HIV encephalopathy (HIVE) and HIV-associated neurocognitive disorder (HAND) compared to infected non-drug abusers (Martinez et al., 1995; Bell et al., 1996; Chiesi et al., 1996; Goodkin et al., 1998; Nath et al., 2001). Neuropathologically, drug abusers tend to demonstrate increased neuroinflammation as evidenced by microglial activation, astrocytosis and increased virus burden in the CNS. While SIV infection in macaques has proved to be an excellent model of HIVE, studies on the impact of morphine on SIVE have been controversial. For example, some studies have demonstrated that morphine exposure increased the severity and rate of HIV disease progression (Kumar et al., 2004). In contrast, other studies have pointed to the protective effects of morphine on the progression of HIV infection (Donahoe and Vlahov, 1998; Kapadia et al., 2005; Donahoe et al., 2009). Furthermore, in another study by Marcario et al, it was concluded that morphine not only did not affect the plasma and CSF viral titers, it also did not increase the incidence or progression of neurological disease compared with the untreated, virus-infected animals (Marcario et al., 2008). The present study was an effort to resolve conclusively the role of morphine in SIV neuropathogenesis. This question was examined in Indian rhesus macaques that were divided into two groups and conditioned to either morphine or saline four times per day for 9 weeks prior to inoculation with SIVmacR71/17E. Animals were then followed up to a period of 32 weeks. We used this model to determine the effects of morphine on viral neuropathogenesis.
Morphine treatment resulted in increased plasma viral loads accompanied by a trend towards increased mortality with a subset of animals succumbing to disease as early as 5 weeks PI. Intriguingly, almost 42% of the morphine animals succumbed to disease rapidly following infection compared with 25% of animals in the virus alone group. This group of animals was hence designated as rapid progressors and the remaining group as long-term progressors. Interestingly, rapid progression of disease correlated with increased CSF and brain virus burdens. Most of these animals also demonstrated SIVE with formation of microglial nodules, and increased macrophage trafficking. In addition to increased mortality, morphine exposure also resulted in significant retardation of weight gain in the animals. Loss of weight gain in the morphine group could likely be attributable to lower food intake by these animals. Intriguingly, support for this notion comes from studies by Anghel et al. demonstrating changes in genes related to food intake in mice exposed to short and long-term morphine exposure (Anghel et al., 2010).

In both groups of animals, as expected, levels of circulating CD4+T cells precipitously dropped within the first few weeks of infection, although, the total cell numbers in the morphine group were higher than the virus alone group. This could likely be due to the anti-apoptotic effects of morphine. The CD4:CD8 ratio however, did not differ between the two groups.

Interestingly, morphine exposure appeared to potentiate both plasma and CSF viral loads in rapid progressors, which appeared at least a log higher in the morphine versus the virus group. Virological data from plasma and CSF provides a unique opportunity to study the factors associated with the onset of encephalitis. In the present study, it was clear that both the plasma and CSF viral RNA concentrations correlated with the impending CNS disease. What was even more surprising was that the rise in virus concentrations in the CSF of morphine treated rapid progressors occurred very quickly, within a period of 4-12 weeks, and was a predictor of encephalitis. Animals with encephalitis demonstrated increased viral titers in the brains.

Encephalitis is often characterized by extensive replication of the virus in macrophages in the brain(Koenig et al., 1986). This is accompanied by continuous recruitment of monocytes into the brain. Inside the brain, monocytes begin to differentiate into macrophages by expressing CD16 before crossing the blood brain barrier. In the brain, the recruited macrophages become viral factories resulting in enhanced virus replication. What was novel in this study was that morphine dependence resulted in increased macrophage infiltration and increased virus replication in the CNS. Furthermore, these macrophages also appeared to be the source of SIV as evidenced by the fact that brain sections from morphine-treated animals demonstrated increased CD68 positive cell infiltrate in the CNS that were most likely the newly migrating macrophages lining the blood vessels. These cells were also the source of the viral antigen in the brain.

Evaluation of findings from our study with those reported earlier on the biological role of morphine exemplify some similarities and some dissimilarities. In agreement with the previously published report by Marcario et al, demonstrating increased virus in the brain, our findings also show a trend towards increased virus accumulation in the CNS. However, contrary to our findings, these authors reported no change in plasma or CSF titers or in survival rates of animals exposed to morphine (Marcario et al., 2008). In our study morphine treated animals developed inflammatory encephalitis, characterized by focal accumulations of macrophages in the white matter. Unlike these authors, we failed to demonstrate demyelinating lesions in the CNS in response to morphine. Studies by Suzuki et al had observed earlier that morphine caused up-regulation of the expression of the CCR5 co-receptor in macrophages and T cells (Suzuki et al., 2002). Similar to these findings, we have
also previously shown that morphine up-regulates CCR5 in microglia (Bokhari et al., 2009) and rhesus macrophages (data not shown). The CCR5 co-receptor is the major receptor used by R5 SIV and HIV for entry into macrophages. Enhancement of expression of the receptor would, therefore, predict augmented virus replication in the cells. Studies by Cheung et al., have shown that morphine was critical in enhancing disease during late stage of infection (Chuang et al., 1993). These reports are in agreement with the trends observed in our findings that morphine caused enhanced virus replication and accumulation of macrophages, leading to earlier onset of late-stage disease. The caveat in this study is that morphine-mediated effects are not statistically significant; however, similar to some of the previously published studies, our findings offer the suggestion of a trend toward increased numbers of rapid progressors in the morphine-treated group. Contrary to these findings, reports by Donahoe et al., have actually demonstrated a protective role of morphine in macaques. These reports could explain the lack of statistical significance observed in our study. It could be speculated that the differences between these controversial studies could be attributed to one or more parameters including Mamu genotyping (not done in this study) of animals, drug delivery routes and viral strain used. While our studies do not clarify the controversy in the field, they do lend credence to morphine-mediated potentiation of virus replication.

In summary, our findings suggest that morphine dependence in SIV infected macaques results in increased mortality in a subset of animals that succumb to disease very rapidly. This group of animals also exhibited increased monocytic infiltration and virus replication in the CNS, thereby leading to speculation that morphine facilitates monocyte transmigration. The mechanism of increased monocyte influx could be attributed to various factors. It is likely that morphine exposure results in development of a migratory phenotype with the acquisition of the Lcy marker in monocytes as has been demonstrated for West Nile virus (Getts et al., 2008). Alternatively, morphine could also disrupt the blood brain barrier through increased expression of the chemokine MCP-1, observed in M+V animals with encephalitis (data not shown), that is known to induce monocyte transmigration.
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Despite the advent of antiretroviral therapy, complications of HIV-1 infection with concurrent drug abuse are an emerging problem. Opiates are well-known to modulate immune responses by preventing the development of cell-mediated immune responses. Their effect on the pathogenesis of HIV-1 infection however, remains controversial. Using the Simian Immunodeficiency Virus/macaque model of HIV pathogenesis, we sought to explore the impact of morphine on disease progression and pathogenesis. Sixteen Rhesus macaques were divided into 2 groups; 4 were administered saline and twelve others morphine routinely. Both groups of animals were then inoculated with SIVmacR71/17E and followed longitudinally for disease pathogenesis. The morphine group (M+V) exhibited a trend towards higher mortality rates and retardation in weight gain compared to the virus alone group. Interestingly, a subset of M+V animals succumbed to disease within weeks post-infection. These rapid progressors also exhibited a higher incidence of other end-organ pathologies. Despite the higher numbers of circulating CD4+ and CD8+ T cells in the M+V group, CD4:CD8 ratios between the groups remained unchanged. Plasma and CSF viral load in the M+V group was at least a log higher than the control group. Similarly there was a trend toward increased virus build-up in the brains of M+V animals compared with controls. A novel finding of this study was the increased influx of infected monocyte/macrophages in the brains of M+V animals.
Figure 1. Morphine-treated animals exhibit rapid disease progression, retardation in weight gain and higher mortality rates

(A) Average weight gain over time, in the M and M+V groups, expressed as percent of body weight at week 36 prior to viral inoculation. *p<0.05 vs V group using the Wilcoxon signed rank test.

(B) Survival (expressed as percentage of total animals) of morphine-treated and untreated animals infected with SIV.
Figure 2. Pathological findings in the brains of the M+V and V rapid progressors were comparable

Focal histiocytic nodules in the basal ganglia of M+V group [Macaques A1 (A) & B4 (B)]; note a hint of golden pigment (associated with oxidative stress) in several cells (arrows). Histiocytic infiltrates around a blood vessel in the frontal cortex of A1 (D); note the syncytial cell formation (black arrow) and 2 single mononuclear cells containing golden pigment (white arrows). Perivascular cuff in the Parietal cortex of A1 (E). No Histiocytic (C) nodule and histiocytic infiltrates (F) in the basal ganglia from V group (macaque C3). Magnification: 40×.
Figure 3. Viral load in plasma in SIV-infected monkeys treated with morphine compared to those without morphine
(A) Scattergram expressing viral loads in plasma of M + V animals at various time points PI.
(B) Scattergram expressing viral loads in plasma of V animals at various time points PI.
(C) Average virus load in the plasma from MV RP, V RP, MV LP and V LP groups over time.
Figure 4. Viral load in CSF of SIV-infected monkeys treated with morphine compared to those without morphine
(A) Scattergram expressing viral loads in CSF of M + V animals at various time points PI.
(B) Scattergram expressing viral loads in CSF of V animals at various time points PI.
(C) Average of virus load in the CSF from MV RP, V RP, MV LP and V LP groups over time.
Figure 5. CD4+T cell counts in PBMC of SIV-infected macaques treated with or without morphine

(A) Scattergram expressing CD4+T cells in PBMC of M + V animals at various time points PI. (B) Scattergram expressing CD4+T cells in PBMC of M + V animals at various time points PI. (C) Average of CD4+T cell counts in PBMC from V and MV animals at various time points PI. ***p<0.001 vs V group.
Figure 6.
CD8+T cell counts in PBMC of SIV-infected macaques treated with or without morphine. (A) Scattergram expressing CD8+T cells in PBMC of M + V animals at various time points PI. (B) Scattergram expressing CD8+T cells in PBMC of M + V animals at various time points PI. (C) Average of CD8+T cell counts in PBMC from V and MV animals at various time points PI. (D) CD4/CD8 ratios of averaged cell counts from V and MV animals at various time points PI. ***p<0.001 vs V group.
Figure 7. Virus RNA titer in different brain regions of SIV-infected macaque with or without morphine

(A) Scattergram expressing viral loads in different brain region of RP animals at various time points PI. Black dots: A1, B4, B5, C3; Red dots: B6. (B) Scattergram expressing viral loads in different brain regions of LP animals at various time points PI. Black dots: A3, A4, C1, C2, C4; Red dots: A2. (C) SIV mRNA in the basal ganglia of macaque brain. In situ hybridization was used to identify SIV RNA in macaque brain sections from M+V and V group. The sections were hybridized to $^{35}$S-labelled SIV antisense probes. After washing, digestion with RNases, the sections were coated with nuclear track emulsion, exposed, and developed. When the radioautographs are illuminated with epipolarized and transmitted light, the light reflected from the silver grain imparts a greenish yellow color to cells that...
have relatively high levels of SIV-1 RNA. (Scale bar=500 μm for upper two panels; Scale bar=100 μm for lower two panels).
Figure 8. Localization of viral gp120 in the brain macrophages

(A) Morphine treated macaques (M+V) showed more viral antigen and CD68+ macrophages in the basal ganglia compared to the SIV-treated (V) animal. The CD68 positive cells corresponded to regions that are also positive for the viral antigen gp120 indicating that macrophages constitute the majority of infected cells. (B) Representative image for CD68 staining in the basal ganglia section from V and M+V groups.
The V group was placed on saline whereas the M+V group was administered morphine in an escalating dose from 1mg/kg up to 3mg/kg, which was then continued throughout the duration of the study. Following nine weeks of morphine or saline treatment, all the animals were inoculated intravenously with SIV R17/71E.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Number of Macaques</th>
<th>-9 weeks</th>
<th>-4 weeks</th>
<th>0 weeks</th>
<th>12 months</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Saline</td>
<td>Saline</td>
<td>SIV (i.v.) R17/71E</td>
<td>Necropsy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M+V</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Morphine (1 mg/kg)</td>
<td>Morphine (3 mg/kg)</td>
<td>SIV (i.v.) R17/71E</td>
<td>Necropsy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2

Timeline of mortality and the underlying pathology in the infected macaques

Mortality in the M+V group was as early as 5 weeks PI (3/8 animals) compared to 13 weeks PI in the V group (1/4 animals). Three out of five of the M+V rapid progressors died of meningitis/encephalitis and pneumonia whereas one died of lymphoma. The rapid progressor in the V group had mild encephalitis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Animal ID</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Death (p.i) Weeks</th>
<th>Encephalitis</th>
<th>Other Diagnosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rapid Progressors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>M+V</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>Pneumonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4</td>
<td>M+V</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Meningitis, Pneumonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B5</td>
<td>M+V</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Meningitis, Pneumonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B6</td>
<td>M+V</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Meningitis, Pneumonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>M+V</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Follicular lymphoma of spleen, moderate lung congestion, GALT &amp; IN hyperplasia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>Pneumonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term Progressors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>M+V</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Pneumonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>M+V</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>Meningoencephalitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>M+V</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>Pneumonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3</td>
<td>M+V</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>Pneumonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>Meningitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Pneumonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>Meningitis, Pneumonia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>